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 1

The Dramatically Changing 

Landscape of Leading Teams

ITS 6:26 A.M. ON A MID- AUGUST MORNING IN SAN JOSE, 
California. Outside, the near perfect 60- degree temperature is 

accented by a gentle breeze from the south. The sun is making its daily debut, 
and, heeding its lead, commuters all across the western United States reluc-
tantly surrender to their snooze buttons and fire up their coffee brewers in 
preparation for another workday.

But, unfortunately, not Anna. Anna has been holed up in her modest 
second- level office at a prominent technology firm since the very early morn-
ing hours and is looking desperately at her empty coffee cup for answers that 
might help her meet her increasingly complex and ever- expanding obliga-
tions. Today is an example. After a brief sleep and a paltry granola bar, Anna 
arrived at her office around 4:00 a.m. to lead a team meeting with new product 
engineers in Bengaluru (formerly known as Bangalore), India; Sydney, Aus-
tralia; Dublin, Ireland; and Raleigh, North Carolina. Although Anna techni-
cally has the authority to conduct these meetings during local business hours 
(Pacific Standard Time in California), she rotates the meeting times so that 
each office is given at least one convenient local time slot per business quarter. 
This strategy doesn’t solve all cultural and geographic issues, of course, but at 
least it seems to boost overall engagement and fairness perceptions among her 
team members. Unfortunately, it also ensures that at least two members are 
worn down and temporally inconvenienced during the conversations— and 
today was Anna’s turn to sacrifice.
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2 The Dramatically Changing Landscape of Leading Teams

After her new product development team meeting, Anna spends 45 min-
utes responding to e- mails relating to her “actual” job (an increasingly ambig-
uous term encompassing things like employee evaluations, sending monthly 
P&L numbers, and corresponding with high- level customers), then begins 
preparing for an 8:30 a.m. meeting with one of the company’s ongoing com-
munities of practice (the purpose of Anna’s community was to generate best 
practices in code writing that can be disseminated throughout her company 
worldwide). Anna serves as an ad hoc leader of the community and is tasked 
with coordinating and managing ten core members (those who are relatively 
permanent) and somewhere between forty and fifty more peripheral members 
(those who move in and out of the community depending on interest level). 
Similar to the new product team, these members are located in many differ-
ent countries and are not easily rounded up for even simple conversations. 
Furthermore, because it is such a large team, just making sense of the roster 
feels like an overwhelming task- - and don’t even get her started on trying to 
manage the actual personalities within it! Anna’s most recent “go- to” play for 
getting things done in the community was to form and use subteams (smaller 
sets of teams within the overall community) to address specific initiatives, 
then focus on helping those subteams coordinate with one another to contrib-
ute to overall community goals.

Following her community of practice meeting, Anna grabs another cup 
of coffee and joins a meeting of the company’s senior management team (a 
“privilege” afforded all divisional vice presidents). Anna is not the leader of 
this team, but she is expected to actively contribute to discussions and action 
plans concerning her company’s current operational issues and strategic 
vision. Not only are these discussions vital for company well- being; they are 
also important to Anna’s career. They are, in essence, her chance to make a 
mark and impress key decision makers. As a result, Anna preps exhaustively. 
The meetings typically last between 60 and 90 minutes, which, on days like 
today, means that Anna has conducted three intensive team meetings before 
most restaurants even retire their breakfast menus.

Adding to all of these team responsibilities, Anna is also a member of a 
multicompany consortium and two to four company- specific project teams 
at any given time. In contrast to the ongoing teams, these project teams have 
limited life cycles ranging from a few weeks to several months. The special 
project teams, in particular, often move through various phases whereby 
members shift from working mostly individually and independently, then in 
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 The Dramatically Changing Landscape of Leading Teams 3

smaller subteams, and then all together as one intact team. Although Anna 
is not typically the formally designated leader of these project teams, she and 
her colleagues often share certain leadership roles throughout each team’s life 
span. Anna is grateful that she has only one additional team meeting on this 
particular afternoon, but that doesn’t mean she won’t be responding to other 
team- related e- mails, phone calls, and short video chats throughout the day 
(and evening).

Anna’s work life is consumed by teamwork. On many days, she feels over-
whelmed, even suffocated, by the prospect of managing (okay, juggling) her 
roles on each of her teams. They consume her time and energy, they divert her 
focus from her individual day- to- day responsibilities, and they even spill over 
into her personal life. Furthermore, she feels that her career is being decided in 
large part by the complex black box– like inner workings of teams— an unnerv-
ing proposition for someone used to controlling her own destiny. However, 
Anna knows that team- based arrangements can outperform classic individual- 
based ones; it was drilled relentlessly into her head during her MBA program 
years ago. She has also personally witnessed instances of incredible collective 
performance at work. In fact, her solid results on a highly visible team are also 
a big reason that she was promoted to her current VP rank. Of course, and 
unfortunately, she has also recently observed just as many examples of team 
dysfunction- - wasted time, free- riding, groupthink, nasty infighting- - than the 
supposed synergy (that the whole is greater than the sum of the parts) her com-
pany told her teams would produce. Yet these instances have not tempered her 
company’s desire to form new teams to address every type of challenge and 
opportunity. In short, teams are everywhere, and if Anna wants to continue her 
career ascent, she must learn to thrive in all of them.

Does Anna’s story sound familiar? It should, but if not, it will soon enough. 
Anna’s experience reflects a common tale of the thousands of leaders we 
interviewed and consulted with during our careers as researchers, executive 
educators, and practitioners. If you are someone who, like Anna, is currently 
leading multiple teams, while also being a member of another set of teams, 
and you sometimes feel stressed, burned out, confused, overwhelmed, or all of 
these,  this book is for you. Our approach— what we call  3- Dimensional Team 
Leadership (or “3D” Team Leadership, for short)— is designed to help you 
navigate what often feels like chaos in leading and working in today’s teams.

3D Team Leadership, boiled down, is about focus— knowing where to 
devote your time and attention at any given point to maximize your and your 
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4 The Dramatically Changing Landscape of Leading Teams

teams’ effectiveness. It’s about working smarter, not necessarily harder. There 
are thousands of leadership books and philosophies out there, and many of 
them have some great, time- tested tips and strategies for effectively leading 
teams, but making sense of all of them or just choosing the right ones can 
seem flat- out impossible. In this book, we distill the most powerful leadership 
tools into a clear, practically useful framework you can begin using in your 
team leader (and member) roles right away.

Importantly, this book puts forth the two primary leadership levers that 
you can use to maximize your teams’ effectiveness. First, there are elements 
of team design to consider, such as how work is structured, what kind of goals 
are set, and how rewards can be used to stimulate individual and team per-
formance. Second, there are important behaviors associated with team coach-
ing designed to maximize member and team motivation and performance. 
Although there is at least some evidence that team design can be more impor-
tant than coaching for team effectiveness1 (or, as we like to say, a well- designed 
team can survive a bad coach, but you cannot coach a team out of its poor 
design), we will show you in this book that leaders should strive to use both to 
create the highest- performing teams possible.

The tools contained in this book will help you become a premier team 
leader and, in doing so, unleash your potential to create more value for your 
company, generate more professional gains for yourself and others, and 
reduce your overall stress. We outline three basic dimensions inherent in all 
teams that require different degrees of focus according to a team’s current cir-
cumstances: individual team members, a team as a whole, and the subteams 
within an overall team. We then provide guidance to help you (1) recognize 
what situation your team is in, (2) know what behaviors are appropriate for 
that situation, and, if necessary, (3) shift your focus to different dimensions as 
teams move through different life cycle stages.2

The 3D Team Leadership model was inspired by our academic, consulting, 
and teaching experiences working with team leaders and members. In a nutshell, 
we have seen leaders make the same mistakes over and over: they are unable, or 
unwilling, to see the nuances of teams and, as a result, treat them as only one 
“thing” (usually a single, collective entity while overlooking individuals or the 
subteams in teams). As you might expect, they spend most of their time focus-
ing on setting team goals, holding team retreats, coaching and motivating their 
teams, providing team feedback and after- action reviews, figuring out ways to 
help their teams be resilient when they face adversity and celebrating team success 
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when their team achieves its goals. Unfortunately, sometimes these efforts result 
in frustration and inaction that actually hurt team performance.

To be clear, there is nothing inherently wrong with focusing on overall team 
functioning and performance. In fact, focusing on a team as a whole can be 
especially critical in many instances.3 Our point, however, is that sometimes 
leaders can get a bit too team focused (a tunnel vision, of sorts), especially in 
today’s business environments where we are constantly told teams can, and 
should, do everything. We’ve even heard some team leaders talk about feeling 
guilty if they take time to focus on their one- on- one team member relation-
ships instead of exclusively focusing on their whole team; it’s almost as if they 
consider it cheating on their team! But the premise of 3D Team Leadership is 
that there are times when you should focus on individuals within your teams, 
other times when you should focus on your team as whole, and still others when 
it might be wise for you to focus on smaller subsets of team members (we refer 
to these as subteams throughout the book). The keys are knowing when to shift 
your focus from one dimension to another and being able to answer two ques-
tions: (1) What skills and behaviors does it take for me to lead individuals versus 
teams versus subteams? and (2) How do I know when it is most important to 
focus one of the three dimensions more than the others? In today’s complex 
business environments, the ability to focus has never been more important, and 
that is what this book will help you learn how to do.

Although many leaders are certainly intellectually capable of understand-
ing the technical components of 3D Team Leadership, without guidance they 
often find it quite difficult to exhibit the actual behaviors the model requires. 
Using concrete, practical examples, we’ll teach you how to diagnose key 
aspects of situations, team life cycles, and your relationships with others that 
will push you forward in your leadership journey. As former managers and 
now academics (and when we serve as department heads, managers again) 
who have worked in and alongside dozens of organizations over a combined 
thirty years, we take an evidence- based approach to discussing these tools. So, 
if you are serious about improving your team leadership potential, join us on a 
journey toward learning how to see teams as they really are— in 3D!

Teams: Looking Back and Moving Forward

Teams are inherently messy and complex. Individual members have unique 
skill sets, distinct worldviews, and varying levels of motivation; team 
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6 The Dramatically Changing Landscape of Leading Teams

composition is fluid as critical members move on to other assignments and 
green newcomers join in their wake; and team dynamics and goals shift over 
time in response to various factors. Yet everything that makes teams com-
plicated also has the potential to make them beautiful. Research and case 
evidence time and time again suggest that teams have the potential to outper-
form, outinnovate, and even outlast comparable groups of individuals work-
ing alone.4 As you undoubtedly know, however, this potential synergy  does 
not occur by happenstance. Teams can also waste time, frustrate members, 
limit creativity, and produce subpar deliverables. One of the biggest factors 
that separates dysfunctional from high- performing teams is leadership.5

Team leadership, simply defined, is the process of motivating and directing 
the actions and energy of an interdependent collection of individuals toward 
a common goal. Several outstanding books have addressed the topics of 
teamwork and leadership over the past twenty- five years. We have benefited 
immensely from them and are careful here to integrate the key tried- and- true 
lessons of team leadership that are still relevant today. Yet without a doubt, 
this book is not old wine in a new bottle. Leading teams in today’s business 
environment is dramatically different and wildly more complex than twenty 
years ago (or even a decade ago), and our book, importantly, is written specifi-
cally for today’s teams.

To see the difference, let’s take a quick look back. In the early 1990s, 
companies typically assigned employees to a single team, at that time often 
referred to as “self- managing” or “high- performing” teams, with responsibil-
ity to deliver products, services, or ideas in a relatively stable and enduring 
fashion. When we began working with many of these organizations, includ-
ing companies like Allstate and Prudential Insurance, IBM, Sara Lee, and 
municipal and federal government offices, it was relatively easy to analyze 
and understand team functioning and performance. Typically we would ask 
human resource managers for a roster of teams with member names attached, 
solicit information from each member using surveys or interviews, analyze 
the data, and report the results.

These types of teams are rapidly approaching extinction.6 Today’s teams 
are unstable— members are constantly coming, going, and coming back to 
teams,7 meaning that a team roster today is often obsolete by tomorrow. 
Moreover, the business world is increasingly volatile, uncertain, complex, and 
ambiguous (expressed by the acronym VUCA,8 which we use throughout this 
book), meaning that critical team tasks cannot always be easily identified (and 
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